
Friends World Committee for Consultation Asia West Pacific  
Annual General Meeting 2021 held on 20220828, 4pm AWST 

 
 
Present:  
Kins Aparece ph, May Hope Arcenal ph, Marj Angalot (Assistant Clerk) ph, Naomi Backes-
Kamimura jp, Ram Chandra Paudel np, Anna Dunford nz, Jonathan Fletcher (Clerk) nz, 
Philippa Fletcher nz, Adrian Glamorgan (Secretary)au, Linley Gregory nz, Alistair Hall nz, 
Anne Hall nz, Joy Haughton sg, Sharon Iliazer in, Janna Keulen sg, Hari Khurana in, William 
Knox my, Ethel Livermore emes, Jackie Perkins au, Elizabeth PO’ au, Boni Quirog ph, Ludwig 
Quirog ph, Gray Southon nz, Maggi Storr au, Harold Wilkinson (Treasurer) au 
more registered, but these are the ones attending 
 
Zoom Link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwkf-CgrzsqEtewvWddC4rz7LdBiyK5kn6g 
 

Minutes 
1. The Clerk welcomed participants and introduced five minutes of Silent Worship, in the 

manner of Friends.  
2. The Clerk explained this was the AGM formally for the calendar year 2021, and read his 

Clerk’s Report (attached). The Secretary recorded that the meeting accepted the Clerk’s 
Report. 

3. The Treasurer spoke to the Treasurer’s Report (attached), and updated the meeting about 
the Bohol Water Project. The Secretary recorded that the Meeting accepted the Treasurer’s 
Report, and he same auditor was appointed for the year 2022. It was noted that Abundant 
Water is employing an international water manager Jade Chua, who has been trained in 
Timor Leste, and is now progressing the Bohol Water Project on Bohol. 

4. The Secretary introduced Assistant Clerk Marj Angalot, who gave a presentation (attached) 
about the cleanup after the supertyphoon Odette hit Bohol in December 2021. 

5. The Secretary notes the meeting accepted the Secretary’s Report which focused on areas of 
development in the Asia West Pacific Section. 

6. Formalities were closed at approximately 4:40pm AWST. 
7. There was a facilitated discussion in breakout rooms where Friends shared stories that 

spoke to them of FWCC AWPS  
8. Meeting closed about 5:10pm AWST. It was noted that the 2022 AGM would be held in 

March 2023. 
 
  



Clerk’s Report for 2021 
Jonathan Fletcher 
 
It has been a year of huge change in AWPS.  Not only have we had to face the uncertainties 
and restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 virus, we have a new Secretary. 
Ronis Chapman finished her 8-year term as AWPS Section Secretary in 2021.  Her 
contribution to the shape and work of both the Section and the FWCC during this time was 
very significant.  An indication of the value and appreciation that the global Quaker 
community has for Ronis’s work was the large international attendance at her virtual 
farewell held over zoom in October 2021. 
Ronis and Adrian had a two-month handover period leading to Adrian starting on 1 
September 2021.  Adrian lives close to Fremantle, Western Australia. He has been involved 
with Friends since 1991.  Apart from being involved with Friends, most of his working and 
volunteer life has been connected to communications, education, peace, social justice, 
environment, and sustainable development work.  
The impacts of Covid-19 and the need to adapt to it have altered the way that AWPS (and 
FWCC) operates.  We have learned to make much greater use of the internet and of virtual 
communication methods and are better at recognising what is required to be an effective 
international presence.  Good communication and collaboration is more important than 
ever.  There is no doubt that Covid-19 has altered for ever the way AWPS operates, and we 
now face the challenge of how to combine the best of the ways we used to work with the 
best of the new ways to deliver on AWPS’s Mission to: brings Friends of varying traditions 
and cultural experiences together in worship, communications, and consultation, to express 
our common heritage and our Quaker message to the world. 
As a face-to-face Gathering has not been possible, a virtual Gathering themed Being a 
Quaker Neighbour was held with three sessions over the weekend of the 24th and 25th of 
July 2021.  While time differences and the limited quality of internet services in some areas 
in the Section posed challenges, the Gathering was well attended by Friends across the 
Section. 
Highlights included: small group engagement with each other across the Section; an 
opportunity for attendees and Adrian to meet one another; a session led by Jonathan 
Woolley from QUNO; and the Sunday morning worship session which reflected the rich 
cultural diversity with the Section. 
The major challenge of the Section is matching resources to priorities and Adrian and the 
Section Committee are putting a lot of thought into both ends of this challenge.  We are 
looking both at how to do more and also at making sure that we focus on what is most 
valued by Friends throughout the Section.  Adrian’s report will give more details of this 
work. 
Finally, I would like to thank everybody from across the Section who has contributed to the 
tasks of AWPS and especially my fellow Section Committee members and Adrian for all the 
time and thought they have put in. 
 
 
 
 



F${CC Asia-lilest Pacific

Balance Sheet

Ao at 3t December 2021

CAPTTAL This Year Last Year End

Profit and Loss

Plus Current Year Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

TOTAL CAPTTAL FUNDS

t54,587.19 136,436.00

1H,587-19

490.40

136-435.00

18,151.19

L55,O77.59 L54,587.19

REPRESENTED BY

CURRENT ASSETS

Adrnin 114444

E-saver 237L94
Debit Card

LESS CURRE$ LIAEILTTIES

FWCC World Office

Philippines water proJect

Indian Friends Scfrook
Indian Friends support

NET WORKING CAPITAL

TERM ASSETS

Term Deposit 22l9A3/-
Terrn Deposit 3 303827
Term Deposit L 354264

A;854.39
24tO22.L6

3,000.00

22,92L.69
24,OLg.44

3,OO0.11

35,886.55

0.o0
23,750.85

0.o0
2,058.11

49,94L.24

100.00
23,750.85

5,1O0.65

0.00
25FO8.96

LO,O77.59

45,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00

28,951.5O

20,989.74

45,000.00

38,597,45
s0,000.00

145,000.o0

FIXED ASSETS

0.00

HET ASSETS L55,O77.59

L33,597.45

0.00

1y,587.L9

Printed: 24 lanuary 2022 10:31:38 AM * may include unposted items - subject to change or omissions * Page 1



FWCC Asia-West Pacific
Profit & Loss Regort for Year to Dec2O21

Actual
fncome

40t
402
403
405
4L3
4141

4143
4153

4155
423
431

Contributions from Australia YM

Contributions from l{ew Zealand Y},1

Contributions from Japan YM

Contributions from HK Meeting

Contributions by individuals
WO Contributions from Australia YM

WO Contributions from Japan Yl'{

QUNO Contributions from Australia YM

QUNO Contributions from Japan YM

Study group support
Bank interest

Total Income

Study Groups

Administration
Exec. Sec - honorarium
Exec. Sec - expenses

Website

FIVCC World OfFrce

Payments to QUNO
Bank fees

ToH Elqenere

4,500.00
4,885.24

532.94
491.9r1

11,O41.33

3,485.00
532.94

5,725-OO

255-14
755.17
752.56

Expenses

424
611
6L2
613

516
640
644
67L

Profit (Loss)

32,957.26

1,600.57
1,520.30

11,599.25
478.43

990.00
to,z72.og
5,980.14

76.77

32,466.86

494.40

Printed: 24 January 2O22 tO:,29:'42 Aya * may include unpasted items - subject to change or omission.. Page 1



Secretary’s Reflections Seven Areas for development. Updated May 2022. 1 

Secretary’s Reflections 2021 AGM 

Seven Areas for Development for Friends in Asia West Pacific 

 

The sort of questions that could arise from Areas of Development 1-7: 
 

1. Develop Section-wide relationships Let’s set up conversations about how best this might be 
done (More meetings for worship online? webinars? Active Hope /Climate Action groups? 
South Asia Interest Groups? School networks? Travelling in the Ministry? Over time could 
we facilitate/help generate an Asia West Pacific set of Advices & Queries? 

2. Build capacity in Meetings and in Friends How can we encourage life in the Spirit, grow in 
Quaker learning: webinars, internet access, committee skills. Travelling in the ministry?   

3. Inclusive language approaches How can we ensure that Friends in Asia West Pacific who 
don’t read in English can still access useful Quaker texts in translation? How can we ensure 
our webinars and gatherings are accessible to those whose first language is not English? Will 
AWP Global North Friends be interested in taking up cultural challenges eg Asian/Indigenous 
language learning clubs?  

4. Develop communications How can we create a steady stream of reasonable-quality video 
communications, and podcasts, and embed them appropriately in our emails, on social 
media, and in a website that attracts regular traffic? How can we build “action learning” into 
our processes? 

5. What faith-in-action Quaker concerns could unite Friends across Asia West Pacific?  
a. Climate emergency? eg Third Pole issues covering 16 countries; Air and water quality in 

cities? Food security in rural and metropolitan areas? Threatened species? Bird migration?  
b. Indigenous issues?  
c. Peace, militarism and the arms trade? 
d. Linking Quaker United Nations Office with multilateral concerns (eg World Trade 

Organisation environmental standards on plastic pollution) with local meetings 
e. Young Friends Volunteer Programs/Internships organised around the concerns listed above, 

partnering with workshop opportunities offered by Friends Peace Teams Asia West Pacific 
training, Northeast Asia Regional Peacebuilding Institute training, Mindanao Peacebuilding 
Training, ecumenical or interfaith peace, justice or environment conferences… 

6. Fundraise for Core activities and special projects How do we coordinate fundraising 
between different Quaker agencies, including our own? See separate paper 

7. Spiritual nourishment How can we put Quaker insights into the heart of everything we do?  
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Areas for development 1:  
Develop Section-wide relationships 
The first theme is the value of continuing to develop Section-wide relationships, including 

a. Quaker affiliated groups such as: 

i. the Friends Peace Team Asia West Pacific 

ii. Quaker schools 

iii. meetings 

iv. isolated Friends 

v. interest groups within Friends, such as Young Friends, 
Earthcare or South Asia Interest Group out of Britain Yearly 
Meeting, Climate Action Emerging Network, action against 
the arms trade 

vi. Developing a loving, realistic strategy that helps us connect with non-affiliated Friends 
churches and meetings in Asia West Pacific 

vii. Quaker educational institutions (adult education and schools) serving Friends globally or just 
within our Section 

viii. Finding ways to strengthen our work with national FWCC committees in Australia, Aotearoa 
New Zealand and elsewhere will also build our capacity and reach 

ix. Quaker aid, peace and development groups active in Asia West Pacific  

b. other peace churches, and interfaith opportunities such as Religions for Peace Asia 

c. other similarly aligned peace, development and environment groups working on building 
capacity and resilience in communities, such as think tanks, peace & conflict teaching groups (such 
as North-east Regional Peacebuilding Institute, Mindanao Peacebuilding Institute, and Centre for 
Peace and Conflict Studies [Cambodia)) 

These relationships are strengthened through practicing active awareness, care, concern, 
appreciation, curiosity, service and mutual support. This is part of the networking brief of FWCC. 
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Areas for development 2 

Build Capacity in Meetings and in 
Friends across the Asia West Pacific 
Section 

 
(a) This includes making available essential information about Quaker 
spiritual insights and processes, in local languages. 

a. One part of this will be finding ways to increase translation of 
key Quaker texts - Korea is keen! – and facilitating faithful 
translations of Quaker terms into local Friends’ languages 

b. Potentially we could develop over the next several years an Asia-West Pacific wide Advices & 
Queries 

(b) offering express and experiential learning about Quaker ways through partnering with Quaker 
education agencies (eg Woodbrooke, Pendle Hill, The Settlement, Silver Wattle) and webinars (such 
as the March one about aid, peace and development involving five Quaker agencies; or attending 
third party trainings (eg NARPI, MPI, or others). This learning should be express, to limit the 
misunderstandings that can occur in translation; and experiential in order to keep our living 
connection with the Spirit and Quaker ways 

(c) building IT/technical capacity, for yearly meetings to access long distance video communications 
with viable internet speeds, and with training to support Friends getting to know the equipment and 
software. 

(d) building our own Committee’s capacity is also important. This may include slightly increasing 
the numbers of Friends on the committee, to reflect geographic and cultural diversity; following on 
from a decision at the Hong Kong section meeting a couple of years ago, it also means developing 
“portfolio” responsibilities for Committee members, which we are currently exploring. It has also 
led us to more consciously employ Meeting for Worship for Business methods in how we meet and 
record decisions. 

(e) Work with interfaith groups with common concerns eg Religions for Peace Asia 

(f) Encourage engagement with Section groups for seasoned Friends whom have served on the 
Section Committee over the years, and so have built up friendships, relationships, knowledge and 
insights that other Friends may wish to draw from. 

(g) Consider how we can address particular parts of the Section, which will have their own separate 
concerns and challenges – Western Pacific comes to mind 
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Areas for development 3 

Inclusive Language Approaches 

 
In the last 25 years or so, English 
has seemed to have become the 
Asian lingua franca. That is to the 
principal advantage of Friends in 
countries like Australia, 
Aotearoa/New Zealand, Singapore 
and Hong Kong.  

However for Friends for whom 
English is their second, third or 
fourth language, a basic 
competence in English may still 
lead some to hesitate or not 
participate in Section life as richly 
as they might. We need to find out. 
For those who only know English, 
these hesitations may go 
undetected. It may be because of 

less visible, perceived, or actual impediments to confident communications. Attending to inclusive 
language approaches is therefore a matter of equality, as well as community, and integrity: 

(a) I believe we have some valuable things to learn from the way Friends Peace Teams and 
Northeast Asia Regional Peacebuilding Institute are pioneering more inclusive language 
approaches. 

(b) I have also been exploring the capacities of software like Whova to enable hybrid 
meetings/conferences to include language translation via smartphones, and zoom itself offers 
some live translation. 

(c) Translating useful Quaker texts is another worthy priority, along with encouraging the 
facilitation of a process to translate Quaker terms/glossaries into local language. Perhaps 
funding can be found for this facilitation. 

(d) The Section Committee has recognised the value of the Secretary becoming familiar with at 
least one Asian language to A1 level (in my case, Japanese), and another Asian language in 
terms of a 40-50 basic phrases (this is likely to be Hindi for me for a visit to India in 2023). Asia 
West Pacific Section has generously funded 32 lessons with the Kanazawa based Ishikawa 
Foundation for International Exchange– these are now completed. I will continue consolidating 
my basic A1 competencies, to hopefully allow myself exchanges. Neither my Japanese or my 
intent to learn some introductory Hindi will give me fluency, but it shares in the language effort. 
I thank the Committee for its support. 

(e) Friends Language clubs, where Friends get together to learn an Indigenous or Asia West 
Pacific language over six months  
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Areas for development 4 

Develop 
Communications 
Priorities include: 

(a) the Secretary’s “Weekly Round” 

(b) the two-monthly Secretary’s Newsletter, “The Asia West Pacific Circle” and 

(c) finding ways to revamp the website and 

(d) given the feedback from our survey with readers – communicate through a youtube channel also.  

• If we are to reach Friends across the Section, and especially Young Friends (and those whom 
might actually be Quakers without knowing it!), videos are the medium of choice for 
communication. They are visual, but they also allow subtitles, which helps overcome 
problems of accents even if those subtitles are only in English. Marvellous, except videos 
require exponential effort, and covid has made matters worse, and yet in some ways, more 
reachable, as people have grown used to upskilling in these technologies. For all the time it 
takes to set-up interviews, meet basic technical requirements (especially audio and 
lighting), editing (many hours and hours), I believe this could be as important to creating a 
common celebration of our being Friends in the Section as any section meeting, and will 
reach far more people. 

(e) Webinars In keeping with the brief to network among Quaker agencies, a webinar was held on 26 
March 2022 including speakers from American Friends Service Committee, Friends Peace Team Asia 
West Pacific, Quaker Peace and Service Aotearoa New Zealand, Quaker Service Australia, and 
Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO), 

(f) Podcasts the new QUNO director has invited me make a few 
podcasts about current QUNO work. The first one will be recorded 
on 5 May. Editing will be subject to time constraints. 

(g) We have a Section Committee gathering planned for this year 
– most likely it will be based in zoom 

(h) There is also a need to better explain and distinguish the 
separate FWCC entities that are active including: 

• a. National committees in Aotearoa New Zealand and 
Australian meetings 

• b. FWCC Asia West Pacific Section, currently registered as an incorporated association in 
South Australia 

• c. FWCC World Office 
• d. Central Executive Committee, the trust overseeing the FWCC World Office 

In terms of communicating bey0nd Friends, there are occasions when I find it easier to call FWCC 
AWPS, “Quakers in Asia West Pacific” for purposes of clarity. 
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Areas for development 5 

Find Suitable Common Concerns that 
allow us to unite in faith-in-action 
This accepts that Section is a mosaic of different cultures (including 
expat cultures) with different national settings in terms of human rights, 
freedom of expression, experience in social change, and capacity for 
action. Examples could arise through finding specific ways to 

(a) support diplomatic work by QUNO and relevant campaigns being 
developed by other Friends’ agencies. This could be on environmental 
issues (such as climate justice) or peace (disarmament or reducing 
tensions) – or researching the underrepresented dimension of 
corporate influence over nation states (state capture) and the power of corporations to assist in 
multilateral goals (such as SDGs). We could be working with QUNO and other agencies to provide 
them Section-specific examples that dovetail with their own programs focus. This might be longer 
term, and enable us to think about fundraising research or project positions from Asian 
foundations. 

(b) Identify potential Section-wide concerns (for example, Third Pole, air quality, climate education 
for young people, loneliness, food security, an aspect of disaster preparedness linked to the Quaker 
testimonies, the arms trade, nuclearisation), appropriate to circumstances, but woven together to be 
part of a larger Asia West Pacific story. Early days, but there are possibilities through initiatives 
from an individual in India and Aotearoa New Zealand for us to generate interest groups that meet. 
There is also the potential of linking more strongly with Britain Yearly Meeting’s South Asia Interest 
Group. 

(c) Identify a smooth and predictable process for managing emergencies within our Section 
fellowship 

Areas for development 6 

Fundraise for Core Asia West Pacific 
Activities and New Projects 

Success in these five themes will help strengthen and merge into a 
sixth theme, which is fundraising. This fundraising should be 
integrated to help support the fledgling Asia West Pacific Section (the 
least resourced of all Sections), FWCC World Office, QUNO, and 
other campaigns that might emerge through our efforts, as well as 
events and/or disasters that arise. We will need to find ways to help 
support Friends’ generosity in times of hardship, through a 
streamlined emergency response process, working with existing 

agencies wherever possible, as well as encourage Friends to maintain that generosity for longer 
term efforts.  A separate paper on fundraising is being developed) 
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Areas for development 7 

Spiritual 
Nourishment 
is at the heart of all we do, because it connects us to our common source, replenishes us and the 
world at large. This theme involves the Section finding ways to connect via Meetings for Worship 
online, and in a next-phase covid world, in person; to explore ways to deepen our faith and practice. 

It involves finding our gratitude for those Friends who give service to the Spirit now, but also those 
who have come before – including those missionaries who have gone to Asian countries and 
succeeded in finding people who were Friends but hadn’t known it already, starting meetings and 
schools that are their legacy today.  

Essentially, the theme of spiritual nourishment informs, connects with and is fed by all the other 
themes too! 

 

 

Overarching FWCC Mission 

These seven areas for developments, as I have sensed or perceived them, seem well aligned with our 
FWCC Mission, which is expressed on our website thus: 

Answering God’s call to universal love, the Asia West-Pacific Section brings Friends of varying 
Quaker traditions and cultures together to celebrate our Quaker heritage, to care for one another 
and to work collectively on international concerns. 

 

In Friendship, 

Adrian Glamorgan 22 January 2022 / 25 March 2022 / 1 May 2022 
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“In every change, in every falling leaf there 
is some pain, some beauty. And that's the 

way new leaves grow.” - Amit Ray

Super Typhoon Odette (Rai) hit 
Bohol and nearby provinces 

in December 2021…



Maomawan Island
Bohol, Philippines

Me & fellow Quaker Ludwig, on our way to 
the island for the relief and recovery work



Houses in the island were knocked down and fishing boats were destroyed.



Funds we received from Friends were extended to the people of the island through
a sustainable livelihood project called the Boat Project.



Bohol Friends, together with Kins of FPT, 
facilitated peace practice and post-typhoon 
debriefing of mothers using AVP exercises.



It is evident that our community of loving and steadfast people 
maintain our Oneness, in good times and in bad. As we walk cheerfully 
in this world, we always hold on to our acknowledgement that there is 

that of God in everyone.

On behalf of the Bohol Worship Group (Boni, Ludwig and Dice), 
I express my gratitude to you all. Each one of you brings with you the 

Light, as we also share with you our Light.

In Peace, Friendship and Love,

MARJORIE M. ANGALOT
Bohol Worship Group (Bohol, Philippines) / 

Assistant Clerk, AWPS Committee


